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in this article calculation of the optimal length of a metamaterial for effective transformation of frequency on the given 
length in similar environments is considered .
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conference participant
as for back as 1967 the soviet physicist Victor Veselago showed that media with negative indices of magnetic 
permeability µ and dielectric permittivity ε at the same time, 
media called metamaterials, must possess the negative index 
of refraction . the values of these indices, in their turn, depend 
on wave length of electromagnetic radiation passing through 
the medium [1]. The achievements in experimental elaboration 
of metamaterials aroused new interest for theoretical and 
experimental researches of optical nonlinear properties of 
similar artificially created media with unique electromagnetic 
properties [2–8].
in recent years there have been carried out studies on 
elaboration of metamaterials refracting visible light . Generation 
of optical harmonics in metamaterials was considered in a 
series of works, mainly, in constant–field approximation [4, 
6–8]. In contrast to constant-field approximation, constant-
intensity approximation of fundamental radiation [9–10] does 
not impose any restrictions for phase of interacting waves . 
it permits to make more strict analysis of nonlinear interaction 
of waves in material with regard for change of interacting 
waves phases . in constant-intensity approximation it is possible 
to depict physical peculiarities of nonlinear process [11–12], 
which are unamenable to study within the frames of widely 
applied constant-field approximation. The investigations in this 
direction go on . 
as a consequence, in the present work the results of 
further study are reported . Just namely analysis of the ways of 
increasing the efficiency of radiation energy conversion into 
second harmonic in metamaterials . it is particularly shown that 
maximum of the efficiency of conversion to second harmonic 
depends directly on a full length l of investigated metamatirial . 
the process of generation of second harmonic in 
metamaterial is described by the system of reduced equations 
of kind [4]
(1)
where A1,2 are complex amplitudes of pump wave and 
second harmonic at frequencies w1,2 respectively, d1,2 are the 
coefficients of wave absorption in metamaterial at frequencies 
w1,2 respectively, ε1,2, µ1,2 are dielectric permittivity and 
magnetic permeability of metamaterial at corresponding 
frequencies, D = k2 – 2k1 is the phase mismatch between 
interacting waves, k1,2 (k1,2 > 0) are moduluses of wave vectors →k1,2 directed towards the opposite to axis z, c(2)eff is the efficient 
quadratic susceptibility of material [13].
We carry out study in following boundary conditions
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is an initial phase of pump wave at the entrance to nonlinear 
medium .
By solving the system of reduced equations in constant-
intensity approximation of fundamental radiation with regard 
for (2), for complex amplitude of harmonic wave at length z of 
nonlinear medium there was received (d1,2 = 0) [10]
(3)
where
For the efficiency of conversion of pump wave energy 
to energy of harmonic wave (or given intensity of second 
harmonic wave) in metamaterial (3) we receive
(4)
at
     где
As is known, behavior of dependence of conversion efficiency 
sharply differs from usual dependence of conversion efficiency 
h2(z) in natural material . if in general quadratic nonlinear medium 
there took place strongly pronounced maximum reached on 
coherent length of medium, then in considered case of medium 
with negative refraction there is observed monotonous behavior 
of dependence . With this, metamaterial plays the role of a mirror 
reflecting harmonic wave on entry of metamaterial, i.e. maximum 
of conversion falls not on outlet, but an entry of metamaterial . 
in other words, excited radiation of harmonic is directed to meet 
exciting pump wave .
the numerical analysis of the analytical expression of maxi- 
mum efficiency of conversion h2,max(z) in metamaterial, received 
with regard for phase changes of interacting waves depending 
on full given length Гl of metamaterial is offered in Figure .
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Fig. Dependence of maximum efficiency of conversion 
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In figure it is seen that maximum value of the efficiency 
acquires the constant value, i .e . in dependence the regime 
of saturation is observed . hence practically an important 
conclusion follows . in constant-intensity approximation 
it is possible to calculate the optimum value of full length l 
of metamaterial for the purpose of obtaining the efficient 
frequency conversion on this length of similar media .
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